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Talespinner Children's Theatre is a Cleveland-based company that develops and produces highly imaginative, original,
collaborative and interactive professional works for children that also stimulate creative growth in its artists. At any time,
these pieces may involve acting, dance, music, puppetry, tumbling, drumming, and numerous other artistic disciplines as
imagined by the artistic teams working with and for TCT, and are open to all creative possibility. TCT's aim is to bring
theatre to the community in its fullest form providing excitement, growth and joy for all who are involved in and/or
touched by its work.Talespinner Children's Theatre strives to reach across socio-economic, cultural and traditional
boundaries to help awaken and bring better understanding by opening eyes, ears, hearts and imaginations in the young
people (and artists) of Cleveland and its surrounds. TCT creates work that remembers that children are smaller people,
not lesser people.

About Talespinner Children's Theatre

Katelyn Merold, Artistic Director

Our Administration

Ara Beal, Executive Director
 Ara joins TCT as the new Executive Director having previously served as Managing Artistic Director of Yellow Spring Kids

Playhouse (YSKP) in Yellow Springs, Ohio. Ara was instrumental in strengthening the fiscal and administrative affairs at YSKP
from 2014-2017, including establishing critical fundraising efforts. Along with several other nonprofit leaders, Ara lead more
than a dozen local nonprofits in a unified effort to raise funds for the Giving Tuesday event. In their first year under Ara’s
leadership, the organizations raised over $76,000 within 24 hours. Ara has extensive experience in technical theater, including
stage management, direction, as well as scenic, costume and lighting design. She's worked with Town Hall Theatre, PCPA
Theatrefest, the Cardboard Box Collaborative, Rising Phoenix Theatre Company, YS Kids Playhouse, and Dare2Defy. Some
favorite projects include the original musical, Alice, Although about Alice Roosevelt Longworth, Fefu and Her Friends,
Pentecost, and Really Rosie. Ara is a graduate of Wittenberg University with a masters in theatre from Miami University.

Katelyn Merold steps into the role of Artistic Director for Talespinner Children’s Theater after serving the company
as the Director of Education and Outreach for the past five years and as a TCT artist since 2013. In her role as

Director of Education and Outreach, Katelyn worked to form neighborhood partnerships with local schools, libraries,
homeschool groups, as well as being integral in the development of TCT’s new Exceptional Inclusion Program.

Katelyn is a proud graduate of the Cleveland State Theater Program (Class of 2008). Prior to TCT, Katelyn traveled
North East Ohio as an Actor-Teacher for Great Lakes Theatre, bringing classics to the classroom. Her previous work

at the East Cleveland Adult Activity Center has fueled her love for creating theater programming for Disability
Community, which she directly applies while working on the Exceptional Inclusion program. As an actor she has

been seen on such stages across Cleveland as, Cleveland Public Theatre, Karamu House, Ensemble Theatre,
Theater Ninjas and of course, Talespinner.

Chrissy Margevicius, Education Associate

Asia Sharp-Berry, Education Associate
Asia Sharp-Berry is excited to join the TCT staff as an Education 

Associate. She is a recent graduate from Baldwin Wallace University. For
 TCT, Asia has taught Fall and Spring classes, as well as outreach 

programs with Providence House, Near West Intergenerational School, and 
Luther Memorial School. Asia has performed in two TCT touring 

productions, When the Lion Sneezed, and The Kid from Kittlerumpit. She was also a cast member in the
Main Stage production of Tovic Tomte and The Trolls directed by Nina Domingue-Glover. Asia enjoys

working at the various theaters around Cleveland.

Chrissy Margevicius originally from Cleveland, is an actor, musician, and teaching artist. She graduated with a degree in
Musical Theatre (Music Minor) from the Molloy College/CAP21 Conservatory BFA program in NYC. As an actor, she’s
recently performed at Shapiro Stages and The Madison Theatre in New York, Williamstown Theatre Festival, Missoula
Children’s Theatre, and Speak About It: a touring performing company dedicated to educating against sexual assault. 
 Chrissy joined the TCT family in January as an actor and teaching artist. In addition to TCT, Chrissy is the Music and
Drama teacher at St. Paschal Baylon School, and works as a teaching artist for Theatre Works USA.
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Andrea Belser (Company Member) is a Performing and Teaching Artist from Cleveland, Ohio with a Bachelor of Arts in Theater Studies,
emphasizing in Dance and Applied Voice, from Wright State University. Andrea teaches various dance, theater acting, and musical theater to all

ages and abilities with theaters and companies around Northeast Ohio, including but not limited to Playhouse Square, Dancing Wheels, Cleveland
Play House, and DANCEcleveland. She also continuously works on and off stage as an actor, dancer, singer, choreographer, stage manager, and

dresser. You may have last seen her perform as Aesop in The Fox and the Crow at Talespinner Children's Theatre, Ensemble in Aida at Karamu
House, Dr. Ehrn in Freaky Friday at Lakeland Civic Theater, or Chiffon in Little Shop of Horrors at French Creek Theater. Her choreographer credits

include My Way at The Fine Arts Association, The King of the Animals, The Oba Asks for a Mountain and The Mummies and the Magic Prince at
Talespinner Children's Theatre, and Once On This Island, Jr. at Near West Theatre. Andrea's awards include 2008 Best Actress in Cleveland for her
role as Juliette in I Have Before Me a Remarkable Document Given to Me by a Young Lady from Rwanda at Dobama Theater, and a nomination for

2012 Best Actress in Cleveland for her role as Pecola in The Bluest Eye at Karamu House.

Melissa Crum (Director) Melissa is a Cleveland-based director, writer, performer, and educator. Melissa
received the 2016/2017 Nord Family Foundation Playwright Fellowship through Cleveland Public Theatre (CPT),
where she and co-writer & composer Caitlin Lewins developed Everything is Okay (and other helpful lies), a dark
musical comedy. Everything is Okay (and other helpful lies) received a reading at the New York Musical Festival

(NYMF) in the summer of 2019. Through this work, Crum and Lewins were finalists for the 2019 Mitten Lab.
Melissa completed the 2013/2014 Joan Yellen Horvitz Director Fellowship at Cleveland Public Theatre where

she directed The Drowning Girls. Melissa has directed locally at Dobama Theatre, Talespinner Children’s
Theatre, True North Cultural Arts, and Cleveland Public Theatre. Melissa studied Directing Devised Theatre and

Theatre Creation under the tutelage of Raymond Bobgan, and holds a BA in Theatre Arts from Cleveland State
University.

Artistic Team and Acting Company

Eric Coble (Playwright) This is Eric’s second play with Talespinner (after “Tovik Tomte And The Trolls”).  His scripts for grown-ups have been
produced on Broadway (Tony- and Pulitzer-nominated “The Velocity of Autumn”), Off-Broadway (“Bright Ideas”), in all fifty states of the U.S.,
and on several continents.  His plays for not-so-grown-ups include award-winning adaptations of Lois Lowry’s “The Giver” and “Gathering Blue”,
as well as “The Storm In The Barn”, “Sherlock Holmes: The Baker Street Irregulars” and a dozen other published scripts which have been
produced at Dallas Children’s Theatre, Childsplay, Metro Theatre Company, Oregon Children’s Theatre, First Stage, Denver Center Theatre
Company, Cleveland Play House, Adventure Stage, Alliance Theatre, and many others.  Awards include two AATE Distinguished Play Awards
for Best Adaptation, and the Chorpenning Playwriting Award for Body of Work.

Matt Zitelli (Company Member) is a graduate of the Second City Conservatory program. He has focused on comedic
performance as a performer and instructor with Something Dada, one of Cleveland’s premiere improvisational theater
groups, and with Last Call Cleveland, an award-winning sketch comedy troupe. Outside comedy, he has performed with
several Cleveland theatre companies including Cleveland Public Theatre, Cain Park, Dirty Shakespeare Company, Bad
Epitaph Theater Company, and Fourth Wall Productions. This is his third show with Talespinner Children’s Theatre.

Miranda Coble (Company Member) bills herself as a multidisciplinary artist focused on directing, acting, lighting design, and carpentry.  She is a
graduate of Skidmore College where she holds a Bachelor of Science in Theater and Psychology.  Miranda furthered her training with the Moscow Art
Theater and SITI Company where her love for physical theater only grew. Some favorite credits include Revolt She Said Revolt Again (Dinah), The
Secretaries (Susan Curtis) both at Skidmore and in Cleveland, she has had the pleasure of working with Cleveland Public Theater, Ensemble, Karamu,
Dobama, and Cleveland Shakespeare Festival.

Jailyn Sherell Harris (Company Member Understudy) is a native of Cleveland, Ohio and a graduate of Bowling
Green State University, where she received her BAC in theater, with a minor in dance. Ms. Harris has had the
opportunity to serve as a director and choreographer for a few schools around northeast Ohio. She has also

served as a teaching artist with Dancing Classrooms of Northeast Ohio and the Center for Inspired Learning.
Jailyn has a strong dance background and extensive experience in Jazz, Hip Hop and Musical Theatre. She is an

inaugural member of MadJax Dance Company. As a performer, she has had the opportunity to perform in
theatres across Northeast Ohio and beyond with credits from Talespinner Children’s Theatre, Cassidy Theatre,

Karamu House, Lakeland Civic Theatre, the Players Guild Theatre and the A.R.T. in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Recently she appeared in a workshop production of the new musical “On the Line” at Rubber City Theatre, and in

the world premiere of Bluesman: Never Get out of These Blues Alive, adapted by Michael Oatman and directed by
Eric Schmeidle.

Melanie Boeman (Aesthetic Consultant) is the Resident Costume and Mask Designer at TCT. Her past works include The Rainbow Serpent,
Sundiata, Hook & Smee, The Mummies & the Magic Prince, The Crocodile, the Cobra & the Girl Down the Well, Golden, Prince Ivan & the Firebird,
Finn McCool, The Silent Princess, Rosalynde & the Falcon, Clara & the Nutcracker, and many others. She received her Bachelor of Arts from
Cleveland State University and is Costume Shop Manager at Baldwin Wallace University.
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A desert is an area of land that receives no more than 25 centimeters (10 inches) of precipitation a year. People often
use the adjectives “hot,” “dry,” and “empty” to describe deserts, but these words do not tell the whole story. Although
some deserts are very hot, with daytime temperatures as high as 130°F, other deserts have cold winters or are cold

year-round.  Most deserts are home to a variety of plants, animals, and other organisms. People have adapted to life in
the desert for thousands of years. One thing all deserts have in common is that they are arid, or dry.  In all deserts, the
amount of evaporation often greatly exceeds the annual rainfall. So, there is little water available for plants and other

organisms. Deserts are found on every continent and cover about one-fifth of Earth’s land area. They are home to
around 1 billion people—one-sixth of the Earth’s population.

New Mexico Desert:
The Chihuahuan Desert is North America’s largest desert. It is
located in White Sands National Park, in New Mexico. The
Chihuahuan Desert is about 175,000 square miles.The elevation
ranges from 1,000 feet above sea level along the Rio Grande in
Texas to 10,000 feet in the mountainous regions of Mexico. During
the day, the temperatures range between 65 to 104 degrees
fahrenheit. Winters in the desert are cool, with nighttime
temperatures falling below freezing an average of 100 times per
year. The Chihuahuan desert differs from other deserts in its
region because it receives more summer rain during monsoon
thunderstorms and has colder winters.

Life In The Desert

Show Specific Vocabulary
Desert-a dry, barren area of land, especially one covered with sand, that is characteristically desolate, waterless, and
without vegetation.
New Mexico- New Mexico is a state in the Southwestern United States; its capital is Santa Fe.
Canyon- a deep gorge, typically one with a river flowing through it.
Stilts-either of a pair of upright poles with supports for the feet enabling the user to walk at a distance above the
ground.
Orange traffic cone-a plastic cone-shaped object that is used to separate off or close sections of a road.
Sand-a loose granular substance, typically pale yellowish brown, resulting from the erosion of siliceous and other rocks
and forming a major constituent of beaches, riverbeds, the seabed, and deserts.
Arroyo-a steep-sided gully formed by the action of fast-flowing water in an arid or semi-arid region, found chiefly in the
southwestern US.
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Canyon:
During  the show, our main character Sheila
talks about seeing a canyon or an arroyo, full
of garbage. A canyon is a deep, narrow valley
with steep sides. “Canyon” comes from the
Spanish word cañon, which means “tube” or
“pipe.” The term “gorge” is often used to
mean “canyon,” but a gorge is almost always
steeper and narrower than a canyon. Canyons
can be formed by rivers or larger bodies of
water that cut into the earth. It normally takes
millions of years and a great deal of
weathering and erosion to create such large
gaps.

Yucca Plant:
The Yucca plant is 1 of 40 species of succulent plants.
The yucca plant is native to Southern North America.
Most species of yucca are stemless, with a rosette of
stiff sword-shaped leaves at the base and clusters of
waxy white flowers. Yucca flowers and fruit are
nutritious and high in carbohydrates. The root, though
not as tasty, has been shown to have a multitude of
different health benefits and healing properties.
Furthermore, when placed indoors the yucca has
notable air cleaning properties and is able to remove
toxins from the air.

Cactus:
Cacti (the plural of Cactus!) are members
of the flowering plant family with nearly
2,000 species. Cacti are native through
most of the length of North and South
America, but they are present across

hotter climates across the world. Mexico
has the greatest number and variety of
cacti species. Although a few species
inhabit tropical or subtropical areas,

most live in and are well adapted to dry
regions.
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Meet some desert animals!

Coyote: A wild dog that resembles the wolf,
 native to North America.

Bobcat: A small North American cat species
with a barred and spotted coat and a short

tail.

Bighorn sheep: A usually grayish-brown wild
sheep of mountainous and desert regions of
western North America

Scorpion: Nocturnal arachnids that have an
elongated body and a narrow segmented tail

bearing a venomous stinger at the tip
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Jackrabbit: Any of several large
hares of western North America
having very long ears and long hind
legs.

Roadrunner: A largely terrestrial bird of the
cuckoo family that has a long tail and a

crest, is a speedy runner, and inhabits arid
regions from the southwestern U.S. to

Mexico

Vulture: Any of various large birds that are
related to the hawks, eagles, and falcons but

have weaker claws and the head usually
naked and that subsist chiefly or entirely on

carrion (already dead animals)

Tortoises: Any of an order of terrestrial,
freshwater, and marine reptiles that have a
toothless beak and a shell of bony dermal
plates, usually covered with shields. This

shell encloses the animal's trunk. Tortoises
can withdraw their head, limbs, and

sometimes tail into this shell.
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1.What is the name of our main character?
A. Sheila
2. What are the names of the friends?
A. Dennis, Leon, "The Twins" aka Shy and Eager
3.Where does the story take place? (What is the setting?) A. The desert, Sheila's back yard, the fort, New
Mexico, the fort
4.What are some of the object Sheila and her friends used to build their tree house/castle/fort?
A. side bars of a swing set, old monkey bars, a red car hood, the boards of a teeter-totter, a slide, metal
poles, giant metal springs, a tree
5. What did the kids name their orange traffic cone?
A. The Cone of Awesome
6.What type of animal got out of the truck?
A. A Coyote
7.What was the stranger in the truck wearing?
A. Cowboy boots, sunglasses, a jacket
8.What is the stranger’s name?
A. Prince Desert Marigold
9.What does the Coyote call the group of animals gathered in the desert?
A. The Council of Howls
10. What does the coyote say the animals are going to do to the humans?
A. Cause a great war/ take back over the land
11. What does the coyote refer to humans as?
A. Hairless Two-Legs
12. What did Dennis Use to walk across the scorpions?
A. Stilts made by Leon
13. What is the final challenge the coyote gives to the kids?
A. To eat a cactus
14. Who accepts the challenge?
A. Sheila
15. Who finally calms the coyote down/ helps change his mind? How?
A. The Twins (by holding his paws and showing him love)
16. What deal do the coyote and Sheila make?
A. Sheila will continue to come back to check in with the animals, and work to make space for them. The
animals will not start a war.
17. Who does the storyteller turn out to be? What name do they like to be called?
A. One of the twins. Dust Cloud.

Post-Show Context Questions:
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FROM OHIO ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARDS

Action The unfolding events of a drama.
Actor A performer in a dramatic/theatrical work.
Audience Those who participate in drama as spectators.
Basic acting skills Abilities such as changing voice, posture, movement and language, that are fundamental to creating a
character in a dramatic/theatrical work.
Block To determine the placement and movement of actors in a dramatic/theatricalwork.
Cast To assign the parts or roles of a play to actors (verb); the actors in a dramatic/theatrical work (noun).
Character One of the people within a dramatic/theatrical work; the part or personality an actor portrays.
Choreographer One who arranges or directs the movements and details of a dance or other performance.
Conflict The struggle between opposing forces that brings about the action in a dramatic/theatrical work or story; can be
internal (within a character) or external (between a character and an outside force).
Costume design A fashion and look of the clothing actors wear in portraying characters on stage.
Culture The ideas, beliefs and customs of a group of people.
Design components Components such as clothing, props, sound or lighting that create the environment for a
dramatic/theatrical work.
Dialogue A conversation between two or more characters in a work that is used by writers to give insight into the
characters themselves.
Director The person responsible for making decisions about the artistic interpretation and presentation of a
dramatic/theatrical work.
Drama/theatre A formal or informal process where the drama/theatre experience (process) is tantamount to the
performance (product); drama: plays, dramatic literature and the works of authors providing a literal dramatization of life;
theatre: production activities—acting, directing, designing, scene construction, operating and managing—in synthesis for
performance.
Improvisation The spontaneous, unscripted use of words and actions to create a character or represent an object.
Monologue A scene written for one actor in which the actor speaks aloud to him/herself, to another character or to the
audience.
Pacing The rate at which something moves; the rate at which a writer or actor moves the action or information; the rate in
delivery of speech a speaker uses.
Pantomime Acting without speaking.
Playwright A person who writes plays.
Plot The sequence of events in a dramatic/theatrical work.
Props From the word properties. The objects used on stage to enhance the believability of characters and action.
Script Written dialogue and directions for a dramatic work.
Setting Time and place of the action of a dramatic/theatrical work; the scenery used to represent a time and place.
Stage manager A person responsible for maintaining the stage.
Tableau A scene or picture depicted by silent and motionless actors.
Technical crew  A group of people responsible for technical aspects of production such as sound and lighting.
Time period A time period recognized for its distinct characteristics. In drama, recognized historical time periods include
Origin, Greek/Roman, Medieval, Renaissance, Restoration, 17th Century, 18th Century, 19th Century, 20th Century and
Contemporary.

THEATRE VOCABULARY
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Theater Activities for the Classroom 
Warm-ups!

Like any other artist we must get out tools ready to use. All of these warm-ups can be done easily with a virtual class.

Body Warm-Up
Have the students stand in a large circle with enough personal space that they will not bump into one another. Teach the “Neutral” stance of
feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent (don’t lock them!), shoulders back, arms resting gently at the sides, and head floating naturally.
“Neutral” is a silent position. Once students know this stance, request that simply using the word “Neutral” will get them into it. This is a good
stance to use in between activities and while explaining directions.
Once students are standing calmly in “Neutral” have them close their eyes and breathe in deeply through their nose and out through their
mouths. Do this three times in a row as a group and see if everyone can sync up their breathing. Once the energy in the room feels calm, and it
feels like the group is together, begin a series of light stretches. Start with the neck and head, move to the arms and shoulders, down to the
mid-sections and hips, down to the knees, and then of course the feet. Keep everything light and simple so people of most abilities can follow
along. Remind everyone to do everything to the best of their own bodies abilities. This is a time to get the muscles ready for play.
Virtual Modification:
Have the students work in a space where they have space to move around. These stretches can also be modified to be done sitting down.
Always encourage students to participate to best of their body's abilities. Encourage them to establish "neutral" in their own space.

Now that the muscles are awake, it’s time to really energize them!

Shake Down
Have students return to neutral and raise one arm in the air. Counting together, shake that arm 8 times, then switch and shake the next arm 8
times. Next shake one leg 8 times, and then the other leg. After this return to the first arm and shake it 7 times, etc. etc. This counting should
speed up as the numbers get lower. After the final “round” of 1 shake each, let them do a whole body shake down (or dance!) for 8 seconds.
Everyone should always be counting together and out loud. After the final full-body shake, challenge everyone to freeze as still as possible.
(Try the full down shake and the freeze as many times as it takes for everyone to freeze at the same time).

Face Stretch
After stretching the body, don’t forget the face! It’s a very important part of our story-telling ability. Stretch the face out by asking students to
make a big face, with sound, like a lion and then a small face, with tiny sound, like they just ate something sour. Repeat this five or six times.
Have the students give their face a gentle massage, particularly around the sinuses, along the cheekbones, and down the jaw. Offer a big
yawn. This will not only stretch the face, but moves us naturally into warming up our next tool… the voice!

Voice Warm-Up
Students will return to Neutral. Repeat the closed eye, deep breathing exercise again. After the third breath, add sound. This can be a sigh or a
note of the leader’s choosing. Have the students explore range by mimicking the leader’s sighs or notes and seeing how in unison this can be.
Keep the sound gentle and light. After exploring vocally for a minute or two, teach the “Siren.”

Vocal Siren
This is a good way to put body and voice together. Have students start with a pointer finger pointed high in the air, also stretching the bodies
up. Start with a high tone. As a group, both physically and vocally slide gently down until everyone is either leaning over or crouching and
vocalizing a low tone. Slide back up. Challenge everyone to listen to each other and stay as in-unison as possible.
Warming up the voice isn’t just about the range of tones it can make, but also the sounds we produce and how clearly we can produce words.

Continued on next page.
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 Continued from previous page.
Tongue Twisters
So far the sounds have been very gentle as the voice has been warming up. Now they should begin to be more expressive and animated. As
students work on the tongue twisters, encourage them to speak slowly at first and really express every sound. It might sound a little silly and
over the top at first, but that means they are doing it right!

Here is a list Tongue Twisters:
“Red Leather, Yellow Leather”

“Unique New York. You know you need unique New York.”
“Pubba Cugga, Cugga Pubba”

“He pounds his fists upon the post and still insists he sees the ghost.”
“A proper cup of coffee, in a copper coffee pot.”

“One-One was a race horse. Two-Two was one, too. When One-One won one, Two-Two won one too!”
“Six sleek swans swam swiftly southwards.”

“Gobbling gargoyles gobbled gobbling goblins.”
“Tie twine to three tree twigs.”

“Wild winds whip wildly Westward.”
“The queen in green screamed!”

“I wish to wash my Irish wristwatch.”
“Double bubble gum, bubbles double.”

“If a dog chews shoes, whose shoes does he choose?”

Now that we’ve warmed up our bodies and voice, it’s time to play some games and get our mind warmed up!

Theatre Games!
Balancing the Space (This is best for an in-person session).
“Balancing the Space” is less of a game in and of itself, and more a tool that can be practiced and applied to help during other games.
Designate what the “space” is. Give clear perimeters, and let the Ensemble know they must remain within these perimeters. Have students
walk through the space at a “normal walking speed”. Remind them they must be keeping their bodies and the bodies around them safe. They
should be keeping their awareness to the whole room. (Feel free to play with speeds once everyone gets the flow!). Instruct students to “fill
the whole space”. This means that the group is balanced throughout, with out major gaps between people. Test the “balance of the space” by
calling out “Freeze”! Have everyone point to where the gaps are, and then work to fill them. This is a great way to begin any game that
involves spread out movement, instead of a standing circle.
Freeze Monkey
Goals: Spatial-Awareness, Focus, Attention to Detail, Creativity with Creation
Begin with “Balance the Space” with everyone traveling in a neutral, regular speed, walk. Once the space and perimeters has been established
play some music. The participants must dance (within their own safe space) until the music stops. At that moment they must freeze perfectly
still, like a statue. If they do not freeze, they become an “audience member” until the next game. In between rounds, the instructor can
encourage the students to “Balance the Space” or can choose to keep participants frozen until they hear the music.
Virtual Modification: Skip balancing the space and have the students dance/freeze in their own space. Participants who are "out" can turn
their cameras off.
Additional Modifications:
The instructor can call out “dance descriptors” as the music starts. Examples: Slow, Silly, Heavy, Wiggly, One-footed, etc.
The instructor can also call out “characters” or a scenario as the music starts. Examples:  “Running from a dinosaur in the jungle”, “Walking
through mud”, “Sliding on ice”, “Grocery Shopping”, “A tight-rope walker”. The instructor can encourage the participants to move in the fashion
of these characters/ scenarios (and stop when the music stops!) or remind them they must somehow turn that character/scenario into a
dance move for an extra challenge.

Continued on next page.
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Continued from previous page.

Captain on Deck
Goals: Focus, Team Work, Spatial-Awareness
One person acts as the “Captain”. Until the Ensemble get the hangs of the game, it is a good idea to keep the instructor in the role. Instruct the Ensemble to
“Balance the Space” (as described above). There is a series of commands, each involving a different action, sound effect, and, in some cases, number of
people. Think of this along the lines of “Simon Says”. Encourage students to start moving between commands, so they are not stationary when the command
is given. Also encourage clarity and specificity of the movements. Remind students to continue to be safe, especially if they are enacting a move with a
partner or partners.
This game can be played with “all hands staying on deck” or as an elimination. Eliminations can be because of students who move out of their “salute”
without “at ease”, or if there is a command that involves a specific number of participants, and there are too many playing for that round. Instead of saying
those participants are “out”, let them know they are going to become audience members and wait in the “life boat” for the next game.

Commands:
Captain on Deck! – Everyone must freeze in a “salute” position and respond with “Aye Aye, Captain!”. Individuals may not move out of this position until the
Captain says, “At Ease”.

Mermaid! – Everyone stands on one foot or crosses their legs at the ankle (to create a fin) and gives a high and slow wave with the exclamation “Hi, sailor!”

Swab the Deck! – Everyone must pantomime mopping the floor (or deck of the ship!) while repeating the words “mop, mop, mop, mop”.
Spy Glass – Everyone must rush to the edge of the space (edge of the ship!) and pantomime their own spy-glass looking out over the ocean.
Sea Sick! – One student bends over, with their hands on their knees, acting as the “edge of the ship”, another students gently leans over that student and
becomes “sea sick”… use your imagination for those sound effects.

Man Over Board! – Have two students hold both of the other’s hands, creating a circle with their arms. This is the “water”. Have a third student stand within
that circle, wriggling their arms high in the air. The “water” students should rotate one way, while the student who is “over-board” rotates the other way saying
“Save me, Save me!”

Shark Attack! – Four students form a shark. One acts as the jaws opening and closing, one is in the center as the large fin, and two are on either sides as the
flippers. All four must (with gusto) sing the “Jaws” theme song. (Or any ominous notes of the instructor’s choosing). This one is a challenge!

Star Fish! – Five students stack their left hands on top of each other, creating a circular shape. They will extend their right arms into the air and wave it gently
up and down. This will happen while they rotate in a circle singing and sweet song of the instructor’s choosing on the syllable “la.”

The Wave! – This is the entire Ensemble! Everyone must create a line, should to shoulder, all facing the same way. The Captain is the master of the wave, and
just like at a sporting event, crosses side to side on the line, while students move their arms up and down in the “wave” motion and add a wave-like sound. To
add a challenge, the Captain can try different speeds for the wave.

How to Modify for Younger Students: If the students are very young (think preschool age), instead of having them “Balance the Space”, play the game in a
circle, and offer the commands in a similar fashion to “Elephant, Palm Tree, Broccoli”. Learn the moves only a few at a time.

The next level would be adding in “Balance the Space”, sticking with the moves that are only for individuals until everyone really has the hang of it. Don’t play
the elimination version.
Virtual Modifications:
Choose the commands that one person can perform, or feel free to alter other to suit one person. Students who are "out" can turn their cameras off.
Emphasize combining the movement and sound instead of the teamwork aspect.

Continued on next page.
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Continued from previous page.
Elephant, Palm Tree, Broccoli 
Goals: Eye Contact, Focus, Team Work, Creativity with Creation
This game also begins in a circle, with one person standing in the middle. The individual in the middle is the “Commander”. The “Commander” make
eye contact with one individual on the outside circle, directly points at that person, and states one of the three commands. Each will have a different

result. Each command involves three people and must come together in 5 seconds. It is the Commander’s job to give the 5 count. Once the Ensemble
has the hang of the game, the 5 count can go very fast!

Elephant:
When the Commander calls out “Elephant”, the person being pointed at physically creates the elephant’s trunk and makes the elephant’s trumpet

sound. The individuals on either side of the “trunk” use their arms to create the big floppy elephant ears.
Palm Tree:

The individual being directly pointed at with the command “Palm Tree!” becomes the center “frond” by stretching both arms high above their head,
with their palms together. The individuals on either side both become fronds but lean away in either direction. (Picture the shape of a palm tree!) All

three make the light sounds of the breeze through the trees.
Broccoli:

This one is a trick! When the Commander points to an individual and exclaims “Broccoli” that person must not move a muscle. No flinching! The
same goes for the individuals on either side as all commands involve three people.

If anyone makes a “discovery” during this game, i.e. wrong move, they don’t create the move fast enough, OR if a 4th person accidentally jumps in,
that person takes over for the commander in the center of the circle. The Commander is always the judge as to who takes over in the center.

As students get better at playing this game, invite them to make up new moves! A good way to prompt the creation process is to offer a category, i.e.
Plant, Machine, Animal, etc. Remember, every move should include three people and must be easily repeatable. The individuals on the side of the

person the commander has selected can have the same move, mirroring moves, or if you want to really make it a challenge they can do totally
different moves.

How to Modify for Younger Students: Instead of having three people create each move, alter each move to being one person. Always include a sound
effect with the move, and still offer the 5 count, but slowly. Until students are feeling very comfortable, have the instructor remain as the

“Commander”. Ask for volunteers to take over as Commander instead of those who make “discoveries.”

Movement Activities for the Classroom
Pass the Movement 
The teacher gathers students in a standing circle. The teacher comes up with a gesture or movement that is simple enough for all of the students

to do. The teacher begins by showing the students the movement. The teacher then passes the movement to the student next to them. Each
student in turn, passes the movement to the next person in the circle. The teacher challenges the students to receive the movement exactly as it

was passed to them and pass on in the same way. 

Variation:
Instead of passing the movement to the student next in order, the teacher may pass the movement they’ve created across the circle. Each student

in turn must pass the movement to someone else across the circle, using their movement to propel them across the room. The teacher should
make sure that each student has a chance to participate. 

Virtual Modification:
Establish an order of students before you begin the activity. Encourage gestures that can easily be picked up on a computer screen. Facial
expressions and gestures involving the head and shoulders are a great place to start.

Continued on next page.
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Continued from previous page.

Sculptures 
The teacher creates a calm, quiet space and tells students that this is a quiet exercise and that each student must respect each other’s personal
space. Dimming the lights and/or adding music can help to create the right mood. The teacher asks the students to close their eyes and gives the
students a word. Students are asked what image comes to mind when they hear that word. Students are then asked to open their eyes and using
their body, create a frozen sculpture of that word. Students are encouraged to use their hands, arms, legs, facial expressions, and to try new
levels. Once students find their positions, they are asked to freeze so that the teacher can view the sculpture garden. You can add many levels to
this exercise, depending on the age of the class. Students can work in pairs or groups to create their word. 

Virtual Modifications:
Students can easily create their statues in their own virtual space. Try having half the class turn their cameras off so there is always an audience
to view the sculptures. Have the two groups take turns. Let the students suggest words to try once they've tried a few rounds.

Here are some fun statue words/phrases to try: 
Joyful, Tired, To Dance, Fire, To Help, Ocean, Concern, Magic, Friendship, Bird, To Work, Mountain, Family, Elephant, To Sing, Lion, Celebrate,
Music, To Learn, Tree, To Swim, Journey

Sound Garden 
Teacher gathers students in a circle. Invite each student to come up with a unique sound. It can be singing a note, making noises with the mouth,
snapping, clapping, anything that they like as long as they can produce the sound using their own voice and/or body. Students then lie down in the
circle with their heads all pointing to the center and their feet to the outside of the circle. Instruct students to close their eyes and one at a time
add their unique sound to the circle. When all have added their sound, the teacher can side-coach students to listen to the new sound that the
class has created. The teacher can end the exercise when all students have had a chance to participate. This can be repeated with students
choosing a new sound. 

Virtual Modifications: Invite the students to turn their cameras and mics off for a moment to come up with their unique sounds. Try either
establishing an order, or individually calling on students by un-muting them to join in. Try the activity once with sounds only (cameras off) and
once with cameras and sound on. Students can also elect when to turn their mic/camera on. Encourage them to really listen for a moment when
their sound would best fit it.

Vocal Orchestra 
Arrange students in a group facing the teacher. Teacher asks each student to create a vocal sound that is unique to that student. If teacher points
to the student, they must continue making their sound until teacher gives them a stop signal. Teacher conducts students as if they were an
orchestra, bringing them all in together, bringing small groups in at the same time, or having single students bring their sound in alone. Teacher
can use dynamics of louder, softer, faster, slower, to help direct the orchestra. Teacher can also suggest a theme for the sounds such as a "the
sounds of a forest" or "a busy city".

Virtual Modifications: This activity easily translates virtually! Teachers will need to call on students by name instead of pointing at students to
begin. If the group is broken up into sections, for example in a Forest-Scape, there can be a group of wind, trees rustling, birds chirping, etc. Those
sections can be called on to begin together.

Pass the Rhythm 
Arrange the students in a circle. Teacher claps out a rhythm and passes it to the student on the right. The student must then clap the same
rhythm and pass it to the student beside them. This continues as each student claps out the rhythm and passes it to the next student until it has
gone all the way around the circle. The teacher increases the difficulty of each rhythm pattern. To make this exercise into a game, students must
clap the exact rhythm pattern or they will be eliminated and must sit in the middle of the circle. The last student standing is the winner.

Virtual Modifications: Establish the order of students before beginning the activity (in place of making a circle). If using exercise as a game, ask
students who are "out" to turn their cameras off.

Music Activities for the Classroom
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Would you like to tell us about your experience? Ask questions about the performance? Learn more about our
workshops? Learn more about how a virtual tour works?

We want to hear from you!

Email: Artistic Director, Katelyn Merold - kc.tctorg@gmail.com

Website: https://talespinnerchildrenstheatre.org/

Snail Mail: Talespinner Children's Theatre
P.0. Box 602036

Cleveland, OH
 44102

Virtual PLAYground 2021
Introducing four brand new scripts by local playwrights.

Presented via Zoom!
June 4th - 6th and 11th - 13th

Performances at 3pm and 7pm on all dates 

PLAYground gives Cleveland-area writers of all
experience levels a chance to produce their original

works for children at Talespinner! Playwrights sixteen
and older are invited to submit scripts that will be

considered for a staged reading brought to life via Zoom
by a team of professional artists. PLAYground scripts

may be considered for a future, fully staged production
at TCT.

Contact TCT:

What's coming up?

Thank you to our sponsors!
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